
 

 
 

 
 
 
Hi,  i have no any new about the deliberou abs shipment. van vou please  updates the actual status for me? 
191010100174058169 
 
tks 
anselmo 

 

Catie – 19/11 

We apologize for any inconvenience caused for you. 

Upon our investigation, we found that the items of your order have been sent as 2 packages, and one package 

with the package number UC577859196YP (UT449686214CN) was shipped on 15/10/2019, the second package 

with the package number UC590374515YP (UT477639246CN) was shipped on 20/10/2019. 

 

Unfortunately the shipping method you choose is SuperSaver, the unregistered airmail cannot be tracked. 

We strongly suggest that you choose 'Standard' or other shipping method next time. These way you will be able 

to trace the package by yourself anywhere at any time. 

 

From experience, the estimated delivery time is 7-18 working days, though sometimes this could be much 

longer than expected. The delivery time varies from different destinations and different shipping routes. Your 

patience would be highly appreciated. 

Anselmo – 19/12 



Dear vendor; I am trying track the product I both from you. 
The information i have from my postal service is that, after the product arrive in Brazil, the code UC577859196YP is  conv
erted to a new one (valid for tracking in Brazil). After that, I will receive a contact from local postal service in order to pay 
one additional tax and, only after that, I can receive the package at home.  
Well, I need to know the brazilian tracking number you probally have received, to be possible I track, pay and finally recei
ve my order. 
 
Can you please provide the number You have received? Thank you and awaiting, 
Anselmo Comaru 
55 11 98164 0011 

 

Dear vendor; I am trying track the product I both from you. 
The information i have from my postal service is that, after the product arrive in Brazil, the code UC577859196YP is  conv
erted to a new one (valid for tracking in Brazil). After that, I will receive a contact from local postal service in order to pay 
one additional tax and, only after that, I can receive the package at home.  
Well, I need to know the brazilian tracking number you probally have received, to be possible I track, pay and finally recei
ve my order. 
 
Can you please provide the number You have received? Thank you and awaiting, 
Anselmo Comaru 
55 11 98164 0011 

 

Catie, I am really disapointed with the behavior. The point now is that, I cannot trust in your service. I just have no additio

nal news since october. 
 
What do you want to do now? I can declare that no only one package has been received at home since that. 
 
I am emphasizing the huge delay. 
 
Tomorrow I will contact the DX customer relationship department. 
 
att 
Anselmo 

 

System – 19/12 

Hi, we truly apologize for any inconvenience caused. 

Due to messages backlog, we can't reply you in time. But please do not worry, your purchase with DX is 

guaranteed. If you have any problems for your order, we will try our best to help you solve the problem and 

definitely provide you a solution ASAP. Thanks for your patience and understanding in advance! 

Catie 

Sorry for keep you waiting so long. We want to first confirm with you that which package you have not received. 

You can provide us the tracking number, or if the package do not have a tracking number, please offer us the 

SKU. Thanks for your help. 

Hi. 
I haven't received the uc577589196yp order 
 
I am an amazon seller. I am developing products, but I can't trust in any business with "DX.com" due a bad post sale servic
e. 
I understand that behaivor as disrespect of customer.  
If deliver shipping method that is not traceable to Br and simply forget the customer, does not work.  
Options: 
1 - Inform "DX.com" that is necessary to avoid such delivery method and inform to me the cost to resend the order to me; 



2 - Return of my cash via credit or other;  
2 - Do nothing, I will forget years of relationship, move my attention to Alibaba and tell to colleagues how was mas last ex
perience here. 
Att, 
Anselmo Comaru 

 

If possible, could you please check with your local post office (Brazil Post) to see if they have any packages 

waiting for you and then please inform us? 

package number: UC577859196YP-(UT449686214CN) 

Warm Tips: Unfortunately the shipping method you choose is SuperSaver, the unregistered airmail cannot be 

tracked. 

We strongly suggest that you choose 'Standard' or other shipping method next time. These way you will be able 

to trace the package by yourself anywhere at any time. 

https://www2.correios.com.br/sistemas/rastreamento/default.cfm 
Catie, good afternoom. Both codes are not traceable using the oficial site. 
 
Im disappointed. Obvious I will never use low cost shipping again, I can't trust in any side.  
no solution. I am really looking for better experience outside of DX.  

 

 



 

 

 

 


